
Lightning to USB-C Ksix charging cable, 
65 W, Made For iPhone, Ultrafast 

charging and data transfer, 1 m, Green

DESCRIPTION

Bring color into your life thanks to our We Love Colors cable model. This green 

Lightning to USB-C cable supports a maximum power of 65W, thus enabling ultra-

fast charging. It is Made for iPhone approved, which means that it meets Apple’s 

performance standards and has been designed to specifically connect to Apple 

products such as iPhone, iPad or MacBook. In addition, you can transfer your files 

between devices at a high speed thanks to its 480 Mbps data transfer.

Ultra fast charge compatible

It supports a maximum power of 65 W, making it the perfect charging cable to 

support both fast charge and ultra fast charge compatible devices. A cable that 

provides fast and optimal data transmission according to the charging adapter 

you are using.

Made For iPhone

This cable model is Made for iPhone (MFi) certified. MFi certified products have 

passed numerous tests designed by Apple. MFi certified cables are a safe and 

reliable charging solution for your devices. Enjoy data transfer, synchronization 

and optimal charging for your iPhone, iPad or iPod.

Maximum comfort and safety

Its length of 1 meter makes it the ideal cable both to connect devices at home and 

to carry it with you anywhere you go. Its thoughtful design with a secure and 

reinforced fit will guarantee an ultra-secure connection every time you use it and 

also provides a longer lifespan. In addition, it offers a silicone finish that makes it 

soft, pleasant and comfortable when using it.

For multiple devices

This cable is compatible with Lightning devices such as iPhone 5 and later 

versions, iPad and iPod, as well as USB-C devices, including chargers, portable 

chargers, car chargers, Macbook Pro versions, among many others. In addition, it 

is a data synchronization cable which will allow you to transfer files at high speed, 

since it supports up to 480 Mbps.

Add some color to your charge

If you are going to pick a cable, choose one that won’t go unnoticed, like this 

model available in pink, green and blue. A cable full of style that will give more life 

to the simple task of charging your device.

Commited packaging

With this cable we have bid farewell to unnecessary plastic packaging, creating a 

packaging solely made of cardboard. A way to contribute to the planet by leaving 

aside the most harmful materials for the environment.
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Color Green

Material Silicone

Maximum output power 3A

Output connector 1 Lightning

Use Car/home

Type of charge Ultra fast charge

Max. Output (W) 65W

Input connector USB-C

Technology Made for iPhone (MFI)

Cable length 1 m

Touch Soft

Shape Ergonomic

Packaging Recycled carton

Data transfer 480 Mbps

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXCABCL08S EAN: 8427542125817 Recommended retail price: €19.99
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